ProNote® 300
Count on flexible productivity

ProNote 300 value counter is particularly suitable for bank branches, currency exchange companies, and retailers. In all these areas, the system impresses especially due to its flexible application options. The device is not only able to count banknotes in any currency and verify them according to numerous security features – it can also simultaneously determine the value of processed banknotes.

And last but not least: the ProNote 300 excels with its superior speed of up to 1,500 banknotes per minute. Equally persuasive: the very easy operation of the system and its intuitive user touch screen.

www.gi-de.com/pronote-300
Compact, flexible – and impressively fast

Superior performance
ProNote 300 counts and verifies mixed banknotes extremely fast and with utmost reliability. Its auto-currency function facilitates operation, while the mixed currency function allows for simultaneous processing and accounting of different currencies.

Reliable precision
Equipped with state-of-the-art sensor technology, ProNote 300 reliably verifies banknotes. The advanced sensor technology, including special infrared sensors, ensures the highest level of authenticity recognition.

Extremely easy operation
The touch screen LCD display and clear menu guidance ensure very simple and user-friendly operation. The most important functions can each be selected with a single keystroke. With dimensions of merely 255 x 263 x 268 mm, this hand-portable device also has an extremely small footprint.

Future-ready flexibility
In addition to a flexible range of applications, the ProNote 300 is also ready for future developments: with simple updates, for example, the system can be adapted quickly to new requirements.

1,500 banknotes per minute
is the impressive max. counting speed of ProNote 300. Equally impressive is the performance in the numerous other processing modes of the system.

TECH FACTS

Speed:
- Counting speed: up to 1,500 BN/min
- Authentication speed: up to 1,200 BN/min
- Mixed currency processing, incl. auto-currency detection: 1,000 BN/min
  (adjustable speed: high / medium / low)

Currencies:
- up to 30 currencies

Singler capacity:
- (depending on BN quality)
- up to 300 BN

Output stacker capacity:
- (depending on BN quality)
- up to 200 BN

Dimensions (H x W x D):
- 255 x 263 x 268 mm

Weight:
- ~6.5 kg

Temperature range:
- 0°C–40°C

Electrical specifications:
- 100–240 VA, 50/60 Hz

External connections:
- LAN, Print (RJ11), ext. display, USB, SD card

Certificates:
- CE, RoHS

Find more information on our website: www.gi-de.com